ADJUSTMENT

Set knobs: SENS - full counterclockwise.
DECAY - full clockwise.

Connect an oscilloscope to OUTPUT through a millivoltmeter.
Feed a signal, 1kHz sine -45dBm, to INPUT.
Adjust VR-2 and VR-4 for the values shown below.

Effect Off
-45dB
-65dB
Effect On
-75dB

VR-1: DECAY TIME
VR-2: SUSTAIN LEVEL
VR-3: 1.5 - 28

---

TOP VIEW

---

ET-45C (151-045C)

---

IC 1: µPC741C
D1: RBU13B
D2, D3: RD4.7RB
D4, D6: 18158B or 182473
Q1, Q2: 2SC7371M-8K
Q3: 2SK304-Y
Q4, Q5: 2SK1815-Y

---

Battery 9V
AC Adaptor 19V